
 

 

To           Date – 10.09.2023 
Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, 
2nd Floor, PJ Towers, 
Dalal Street, Mumbai – 400001 
 

SUBJECT:  DISCLOSURE UNDER REGULATION 30 OF SEBI (LISTING OBLIGATIONS AND DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS), REGULATIONS, 2015 

REF: DRONEACHARYA AERIAL INNOVATION LIMITED (SECURITY ID.: DRONACHRYA, SECURITY 
CODE: 543713) 
 
Dear Sir / Ma’am, 
 
With reference to the captioned subject, we would like to inform you that DroneAcharya Aerial 
Innovations Limited (“the Company”) has launched BHUJANG (Battlefield Hybrid UAV for Joint 
Attack, Navigation and Guarding), a heavy lift off, super-high-altitude, long-range drone with 
multiple capabilities. The launching was done on Saturday, 09th September 2023. 
 
The drone BHUJANG is India’s First Super High Altitude Multi Rotor Multi - Role Drone, achieving an 
astonishing altitude of 1,500-meter AGL (Above Ground Level) from 4,800-meter-high take off 
point, with a maximum altitude of 6,300 meter. It is also South Asia's first drone with combat, 
transport and surveillance capabilities in single aircraft. 
 
Defence establishments are in dire need of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) capable of performing 
multiple tasks using same platform. Currently, the drones available can only perform single task. 
Moreover, there are hardly any UAVs available which can operate at ultra-high altitude. 
 
DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited beams with pride to introduce a product which is fully 
Made in India which includes innovation in the propulsion system, material structure and strength, 
and chip level integration. BHUJANG has been launched after a lot of research and scores of test 
flights in difficult weather and rough terrain in coordination with Indian Army, keeping this product 
way ahead in terms of cost, equipment manufacturing capabilities and reliability of aircraft with 
fail-proof system. DroneAcharya is committed to provide cutting edge products, solutions and 
trainings in Drone Tech, Space Tech and Defence Tech. 
 
Prateek Srivastava, Founder and Managing Director of DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations shared 
some insights after successful tests with Indian Army stating that “BHUJANG boasts of innovation 
in ergonomics, advanced opto-electronics system and multiple payload dropping mechanism with 
auto trigger capabilities. This aerial platform could be a game changer for Defence and Military 
applications because apart from multi - payload, multi-application capabilities at high altitudes, it 
also has an extra layer of security and encryption at firmware level. It has an encrypted 



 

 

communication system with flight computation of negative altitude calculations, used with 
proprietary software and sensor suite with advanced algorithms.” 
 

We request you to kindly take note of the same. 

 
Thanking you, 
For DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited 
 
 
 
 
__________________ 
Mukula Jayant Joshi 
Company Secretary & Compliance Officer 
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